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\'ol. 37 No.4 
By Eunice P ark 
Although the incidence of crime in the books out while studying. 
Law School is "very low" compared to the rest "The beginning of the school year is when 
of the University, books and backpacks be- things are busiest for us," Seames asserted 
longing to law students "are stolen all the about the general problem of theft. He said 
time," according to Terry Seames, captain of that more students are more likely to be 
the U-M Department of Public Safety. victimized early in the year because often 
The books used by law students are rei a- they are not prepared when they first arrive 
tively valuable and can be re-sold to book- at the large U-M campus to think defensively 
stores for cash, Seames explained. about crime. 
Lawyers Club Night Manager Keith The best defense for students, Seames 
Machen noted that students have had books advised, not only at the beginning of the year 
stolen from racks outside the dining room. but throughout, is "not to leave any items 
However, Captain Seames observed that most unattended a tall. That's how most things get 
of the thefts occur when students leave their ripped off." 
Forecast: Grey with Occasional Pinstripes 
The University o f Michigan Law School 
The majority of the theft is committed by 
non-students who enter the campus for the 
express purpose of stealing, Seames said. 
Besides book thefts at the Law School, 
there have been two incidents oflarceny and 
one incident of non-aggravated assault since 
late August in Hutchins Hall, in which a staff 
employee was the victim. There has also been 
one incident of malicious destruction in the 
Law Quad since this summer . 
"Overall, it's pretty safe in the Law 
School," Machen said. "J ust use common 
sense: lock your doors and watch your prop-
erty." 
September 28, 1988 
LSSS Hears Group Budget Requests 
By Eunice Park 
The Law School Student Senate Budget 
~arings were held Monday night from 6:00 
p.m. until almost 2:00 a.m. 
The organizations requested a total of 
$86,476.13 at Monday's hearing. 
Every organization in the law school was 
required before Monday's meeting tosubmita 
~-pedstatement toLSSS indicating its nctivi-
tes,expenses, and the amount of funding the 
bJped to obtain. 
The funding request applications nsked 
~h organization to describe its main goals, 
:he benefit the University and local commu-
dy derives from the organization, and its 
t:ajor activities. 
The International Law Society, in its 
f:nding request application, preludt>d its 
&cussion of its major activities during 1987. 
S.) v.ith the assertion, "[ w )e had a very suc-
assfulyear, organizing a widerangeofevents 
::at regularly attracted audiences with an 
nrage of 20-25 people. We held approxi-
mately twenty events over both semesters." 
ILS was unable to justify its budget 
request at the hearing and will be meeting 
separately with senate members in order to 
review rules before its final request is submit-
ted. 
All organizations also were r equired to 
list allocations from and sources of its 1987-
88 budget, as well as its spending history. 
These submissions were then bound and 
given to senate members so that they could 
review them and formulate questions regard-
ing specifics of funding when the organiza-
tions' representatives explained their requests 
at the hearing. 
Several organizationsalsoincluded pages-
long statements describing their goals and 
policies and specific reasons for their funding 
requests. 
WLSA, for example, stated in its funding 
request that "LSSS should take into account 
that WLSA members' time and ability to raise 
funds will be drastically reduced this 
FBI Meeting Get! 
Postponed Agai 
By Keri Chenoweth 
In a reaction to student outcry and con-
~ the FBI recruitment meeting, origi-
:.ally scheduled for September 14 and Sep-
:c:nber 26, has again been postponed, this 
ti:::eindefinitely. Instead, Law School Dean 
lee Bollinger announced his intent to write a 
1.~ to the Bureau, inquiring about alleged 
~al discrimination within the Federal 
~er:cy. 
The letter was not available for publica-
~. but in an interview on Monday, Bollinger 
~cated it would be completed, and possibly 
1:ade public, by the end of the week. 
The decision to postpone the meeting was 
~defollowingan "emergency" Faculty Meet-
"'6,beld Wednesday, at noon. Student repre-
SEntatives were not allowed to attend the 
meeting, which was called in "Executive Ses-
sion". 
Student reaction to the announcement 
was varied, ranging from positive to skepti-
cal. 
Commenting on the meaning of the let-
ter, Bollinger stated, "it is true I will write a 
letter, but it is not the case that the Bureau 
needs to 'prove' that it is not engaging in 
discrimination. The decision to request a 
response [from the FBI] stems from a feeling 
on my part and the faculty that some state-
ment by the law school is importan~ven if 
it turns out that the FBI cannot provide us 
\vith a full accounting." 
However, Bollinger continued, "fm as-
suming that the FBI will be cooperative." 
year .... Faced with the fonnidable task of 
having to raise tens of thousands of dollars, 
little time will remain for the raising of the 
dollars and cents needed to sustain WLSA on 
a week to week basis." 
How much each organization is funded is 
determined by how well it fulfills the criteria 
in Section 2 ofthe Law School Student Senate 
and Budgeting Procedure and Policies: 1) 
General benefit to the law school communjty; 
2) Membership participation; 3) Non-mem-
bership participation; 4) The organization's 
past use of LSSS funds; 5) Proposed use of 
funds in the current fiscal year; 6) Benefit to 
the University; and 7) Benefit to the local 
community. 
LSSS PresidentDanielle Carr instructed 
the Senate members to ask the organizations' 
representatives specific questions revolving 
around the budgeting procedure and policy in 
order to determine how ~veil their organiza-
tion fulfills funding criteria. 
Each organization was given a 15-minute 
time limit to explain its budget request. 
The four organizations which received 
the most funding for the 1987-88 year are the 
LSSSSocial Committee, which received$7700; 
the LSSS Speakers Committee, which re-
ceived $4950; the LSSS Sports Committee, 
which received $2576.52; and the Quadrangle, 
which received a loan for $4150. This year 
those organizations requested $18,530, $9,380, 
$3,278, and $3,058.65, respectively. 
The General Budgetary Policies states, 
"The LSSS recognized that the activities of 
the various organizations receiving funding 
vary, including intellectual activities ... social 
events ... and service activi ties. 
"These activities cannot be strictly 
weighed against each other because of their 
obviously dissimilar purposes." 
The Senate will be reviewing Monday 
night's hearings in order to determine the 
final cuts on Wednesday and the following 
Monday. 
L~st year> LSSS bad to , 
y6~ing dendlhle dote .be<;au~ tber:e w. il<r~>.nnt::o1 
u .. ,n.~, .. ,,,._. ~ftl)ug1' candidates, qarr srud. ; "' : 
The '1 ~d 
the highest tUrnout tb J-K-L 
~vingthe lowest · Carr, 
LSSSPresident.,.eatimated tbat 80%of 
the students voted, wberaas'tM nverag~ in 
the past has been around &5%. 
"Ano~r good. thi,dg 
tion is lhatnone oftbe uu.1w'""'""'' 
l)Q$ed;" Willen stated, 
<Which.did . lai:r+'V<><>1,.-.::;: 
a little · 
,:· ~· WHlenondtllr•eeOtMJr.setlmC1T5COUl1tl;e0. 
every vote five times in order .to 
accurncy, "and we eomplet¢d -the 
checking by about 7 p.m." · . 
C~rr will write a letter to each 
wno ran, welcoming the winners 
SenAte. The fu-~t-year representatives will 
be responsible for ru.tending t~ weeklY 
Monday evening Senate tneet)ngs aod in-
forming lhetr r~th·e sections on law 
school activities. 
"We wm swear the repnsentatives in 
MXt wee'k," Carr stated, after the e!ectiori 
results bave bcencertHied. Sbeeomroeoted 
that law scnool policy mandates a waitof24 
hours before certifying the election results: 
in case anyone wants to protest, but Carr' 
Coninu &d on page SIX '' '"' · 
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Let the Games 
Begin 
The Budgeting Game has begun, and 
the LSSS has dived into the thankless job of 
allocating the limited funds available to too 
many groups. What is most unsettling about 
this job is the guessing inherent in the 
allocation of funds. Guessing, that is, which 
projectssuggestedarereal, intendedevents 
and which are boilerplate to allow the 
budgeters something to cut. 
This game is not peculiar to the Law 
School. Nay, it seems that every budget 
process involving college governments and 
groups is based on the ridiculous system of 
padding and puffing. One look at the re· 
quests proposed this year again shows this 
tendency. It is easy to see groups asking for 
monies hundreds of percents above last 
year's allocation. The Social Committee 
has requested itself an increase of over two 
hundred percent, and they already receive 
one of the largest allocations. 
ThisisallpertinenttocommentTheRes 
Gestae received from LSSS President 
Danielle Carr. She informed us that the 
Senate has only about $24,000 to allocate 
this year, because the last Senate did not 
leave past monies as in past. She wanted 
the correct amount known, and we appreci · 
ate the correction. (We used figures gained 
last year from President Bruce Courtade, 
and this point was not clear). 
Carr's comments show how the budget-
ing game really puts the Senate at a handi-
cap. They are reduced to guessing who is 
earnest in their requests, who has the abil-
ity to carry these events off and what will 
best serve the student body. We wish them 
well in this endeavor. It would be hoped 
that this game could be avoided, but seems 
to be one those that we love to play. 
---
We "'~1 ,'\o-f ~ree. 00 o..bc~o'"'> 3..,~" 
J C..o "'~ rol or Siv.• ~o..rs. b..A' ~Ve. do CLore.<. o'"' .,J 6ne. ~~•"Cl - f~e. Qr.... .I -.~:- J / 1 .J '-" De.S...,.1.o..1e y fleE:.c..•> u.. 
Co. r-foon I st, P' 
I e. as e. > . o..s. 1(>.) c.,a..., s: e e. -f 1-,' S 
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------- Jocko on Life 
It Just Doesn't Matter 
By Jocko Knappma nn 
I don'tcare about Jaw school a nymore. Okay, maybe I care 
a li ttle bit. But Hke Bill Murray said in Meatballs (the first 
one, not the cheap sequel), It Just Doesn't Matter . I also 
honestly think this attitude pervades or has pervaded the 
entire lousy third year of almost every single Jaw student who 
has come through here for the last umpteen generations. 
We can of course dive right in with the immediate causes 
of this problem. Many third years have already accepted jobs 
where they just spent their summers. Others are going to 
interview around, then decide by December where they're 
going. Either way, this happens well before final s. So, barring 
a failing grade, not a single facet of your job coming out ofhere 
will be affected one lousy iota by your grades this year . If you 
have a 4.4 and get all Cs this year, firms will s till take you. If 
you have a 2.5 and get all As, the law review firms that 
wouldn't hire you because of your grades are not going to 
suddenly bang down your door. The decision is already made. 
Grades don't matter. 
That right there is reason enough for me. 111 be the first 
to admit that I've never been the most attentive scholar. In 
fact, I'm sort of! ike the Anti-Grind. And it's not something I'm 
proud of, but it's me. I've a! ways respected people who are able 
to motivate themselves to study hard, not because they are 
obnoxious or dweebs, but because they have enough self-
discipline. Admirable people like Betsy Ferguson, Creighton 
Meland and John Dunn come to mind as the kind of people I 
look up to. But I have enough problems studying normally 
without making it basically pointless, too. 
Of course, there are other reasons. By the third year, a Jot 
of people are involved in extracurricular activities and that 
takes up time and energy. A lot of students are also just plain 
worn out and sick of reading cases and statutes. All of these 
reasons have come into play with me, and the result is that I . 
find myself skipping classes or not preparing for them on an 
almost constant basis. 
You first-years out there don't know how lucky you've got 
it. \Vhile you have tons of the worst work to keep you busy, you 
get to complain about it and people sympathize with you. Do 
you know how much sympathy a third year gets when he rails 
about having to spend the evening watching game shows? 
None. So the net result is that I'm not studying, feeling guilty 
about not studying, but not really about to start studying now. 
How am I spending my time instead? Well, this column 
and assor ted other duties are a start. I'm doing stu IT at the 
Family Law Project(great place, everybody should join it). I'm 
traveling to various metro Detroit bars to see The Knaves, a 
band with friends of mine in it. I'm talking to Anne Marie 
Wood, which is of course a wonderful thing to be able to do and 
I feel privileged to be able to do so. I'm doing athletic-type 
stuff, like with the Ragin' Plaid softball team and racquetball. 
And I'm getting drunk a lot. My life has begun to revolve 
around the next bar and the next party, even though I do feel 
bad about missing the barbecue at Mary Houle's last Satur-
day. Not that I'm an alcoholic, at least I don't think I am and 
hope this isn't a step on the way to it. It's just that it's 
something to do that I enjoy doing. It also feeds on itself, in 
that you stay up at a party, sleep in tomakeupfor it, then find 
yourself wide awake the next night when you would nonnally 
go to sleep. However, it's sad when some cheap, superficial 
thing like this could serve as the most appealing use of my 
time. It's like undergrad but without the enthusiasm I used 
to have. 
So classes don't excite me. And it's not the fault of my 
profs, either; I want to make that clear because otherwise they 
may feel guilty about it. There probably aren't any solutions 
immediately obvious, either, other than cutting out the whole 
third year or pushing interview season back 
_,l. I • t .•, ... • \ 
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Clear and Present 
Attack of the Idiot-Liberals 
By Robert Goldberg 
I saw something disturbing last Tuesday night. 
At a lecture on apartheid sponsored by Students of Objec-
tivism, an anti-collectivist collection of Ayn Rand groupies-
ate apostles reverently pronounce their Messiah's name ine 
rand- dozens of self-righteous idiot-liberals in the audience 
humiliated themselves and offended others. 
The speaker, a certified free marketeer and card-carrying 
a.'!ti·Communist named Peter Schwartz, started with the 
:remise that South Africa's system of apartheid is racist, evil 
~d must be eliminated. No ands, ifs or buts. So far so good. 
Schwartz, editor of The Intellectual Activist, then de-
nounced the Soviet Union in time-honored conservative fash-
;o:t. He smothered the audience with statistics, quotntions 
a.1d facts to assure us that the Soviet Union is in fact an 
~ppressive despotism. No big news there. 
He went on to contrast this total totalitarianism with the 
ccmparativelymilderinjustice ofSouth Africa, a country \vith 
a.1independentjudiciary, a moderately free press and opposi· 
f.on parties. A black student - yes, it's relevant- seated in 
5-or.tofme was understandably discomfited, squirming in his 
cha!r and muttering under his breath. 
Schwartz moved on to the African National Congress, a 
Ccmmunist organization, he claimed, that would, if in power, 
ronsiderably worsen the lot of the average South African 
b:ack. Why, Schwartz asked, replace a system of only partial 
freedom with one of absolutely no freedom? Again, Schwartz 
thoroughly supported his position: ANC documents, Nelson 
~!andela quotations (although a bit stale after 26 years) and 
a solid array of facts and history. The room started buzzing a 
bi: more. 
This earnest academic then swam into truly dangerous 
waters - a full-frontal assault on welfare-state liberalism 
and, most specifically, affirmntive action. Schwartz's thesis: 
tl:e liberal notion of enforced egalitarianism has hurt blacks 
E-more thanithas helped them and the trueengineofhuman 
betterment is unfettered, laissez-faire capitalism. Schwartz's 
:tdictment of affirmative action was particularly biting, at-
tempting to show the hypocrisy ofblacks who want both color-
b~ndness (when it comes to others) and color-sightedness 
Dissenting Opinion 
(when it comes to themselves). He illustrated his point with 
a typically harebrained Jesse Jackson quotation. 
Schwartz's argument was impressive, scholarly and 
honest. He is nota Nazi, he is nota Klansman and his personal 
racial record could not be nearly as dismal as that of the 
minority-championing Michigan Daily (no blacks in its edito-
rial board's history). 
I, like most of the people in the audience, violently 
disagreed with just about everything Schwartz said; but I, 
unlike most of the people in the audience, respected his 
freedom to say it. And I admired this guy's guts in delivering 
a heartfelt speech to a wolf pack of small-minded, obnoxious 
morons who were inteJiectuaJiy unable to rise to Schwartz's 
level of reasoned debate. 
Schwartz took the first question from a black student -
again, it's relevant(that I feel compeJied to point this out each 
time itself attests to the intimidating presence ofidiot-liberals 
around here) - who immediately demanded that Schwartz 
justify Israel's ~oppression" of Palestinians. Is every guy 
named Schwartz required to personaJiy defend Israel? Where 
did this asinine question come from, and what the hell did it 
have to do with anything in Schwartz's speech? 
Another questioner angrily arose, pointed his finger at 
Schwartz and screamed, over and over and over: ''What are 
your credentials? \\'here did you go to school? Shit, you didn't 
even go to school!" Fortunately, Schwartz didn't dignify this 
personal attack \vith a response, thereby leaving the idiot-
liberals alone in the gutter. 
This same black student-yes, it's relevant- then swept 
his arm across the room andyeJied:" All of you white people are 
beneficiaries of what your ancestors did! Every one of you!" 
When Schwartz tried to respond, this hateful polarizer 
screamed, "Don't respond! That wasn't a question! That was 
a statement of fact!" 
Other "questioners" (I use the term loosely) preached to 
Schwartz, not allowing nor desiring responses. When Schwartz 
tried to get a word in edgewise, one student screamed, "You've 
spoken for a while! Now it's my turn to speak!" Nonsense! 
Who the heJI came to hear this moron babble? 
The situation quickly degenerated and pandemonium 
erupted. A group of students purposely left noisily, muttering 
loudly enough for everyone to hear, "What a racist, stupid 
[anus]. Jesus, this guy don't knowS···." 
Another group of students in the back- who, I am told, 
arrived after the speech, having apparently been phoned by a 
student in the audience - kept interrupting and shouting, 
"That's racist buJJ .... and you know it!" 
RACIST. It's the ultimate cop-out. You can't respond to 
it, you can't defend against it and the label sticks. It's the lazy 
fool's way of avoiding the substance of an opinion. 
Schwartz took his last question -since the idiot-liberals 
weren't letting him speak anyway - and the crowd booed 
wildly. 
The thing that really gets me is that Schwartz's views 
were reasonable - wrong in my judgment, but reasonable. 
Does affirmative action hurt blacks more than it he! ps? Maybe. 
I don't think so, but maybe. Would the A.~C do a better job 
governing South Africa than the present government? Maybe 
not. I think so, but maybe not. The point is, these are 
questions upon which honest, intelligent people can disagree. 
But unfortunately for us alJ, the idiot-liberals cannot tolerate 
any departure from the governing orthodoxy, any deviation 
from the official party line. 
If these left wingers really don't like free speech, fine. 
Admit as much, and go join your soulmates at The Michigan 
Daily who think, in their infinite legal wisdom, that the First 
Amendment doesn't prot~t a Nazi's right to speak. As a 
dedicated left \vinger who does believe in free speech, however, 
I say good riddance. 
Somewhere in this tale is a lesson regarding the FBI's 
recruitment at the Law School. If you believe in the strength 
of your position, argue it and convince people; if you're a 
coward, like the idiot-liberals that night, protest loudly, dis-
rupt the discussion and demonstrate your psychic aversion to 
free speech. 
Now I don't know anything about Peter Schwartz other 
than what I heard Tuesday night; this disclaimer is necessary 
because I don't want to unequivocaJiy defend a guy who might 
be, for a111 know, utt~r scum. But based only on what he said 
that evening, and on the idiot-liberals' response, 1 thank God 
there are some tolerant liberals left. 
My Personal Trade Deficit 
By Ted Bolema 
I thought a few months ago that one of the liveliest issues 
in the Presidential election was going to be the United States 
:rade deficit. So I started looking more carefulJy at my 
purchases to see how I could do my part to reduce the size of 
:!:e trade deficit. 
But now nobody seems to be paying any attention to the 
::rade deficit. When the trade deficit for July was announced 
:ast week, it was unexpectedly the lowest it's been in four 
}ears, but the trade deficit for June was unexpectedly high. 
What happened to aJI of those horrifying headlines every time 
:.~ statistics came out? "The U.S. Is Now a (gasp) Debtor 
Xation!" "The U.S. Is Now the World's Biggest Debtor Na-
:ion!" -rligher Trade Deficit Sets Off Recession Fears-Stock 
~ket Drops 50 Points!" "Lower Trade Deficit Sets Off 
b:Jation Fears-Stock Market Drops 50 Points!" "DoJiarToo 
High!" "DoJiar Too Low!" "The U.S. Is Exporting Jobs!" 
Maybe the trade deficit has become boring because the 
Presidential candidates aren't saying much about it. Michael 
Dukakis is still muttering something about good jobs at good 
"ages and how he wants to promote economic nationalism. 
':l:ey sound like ideas worth supporting, but the policy impli-
~ions are unclear. Meanwhile, George Bush has just kept 
bammering away his peace and prosperity message, which 
n:eans that he plans to pursue more of the same policies which 
eaused the trade deficit in the first place. WJ'!o wants to listen 
to the candidates talking about the economy when instead we 
ran watch Dukakis call Bush n McCarthyite and Bush call 
Dukakis an ACLU member? 
So it's hard for me to say that I miss having that ol' 
mmionaire populist Dick Gephardt around, but at least he 
was making the trade deficit interesting. If he had won the 
Democratic nomination, the campaign slogans would have 
been so much more fun. "Vote Republican IfYou Want to Beat 
Up on Grenadians and Libyans!" "Vote Democratic If You 
Want to Trash Singapore, Hong Kong and Japan!" Gephardt 
called himself a "fair trader," as distinct from those Republi-
can "free traders" that were causing the trade deficit. So there 
are a couple of new election-year labels to go with the old 
classics like "pro-choice," "pro-life," and "revenue enhance-
ment." I thought that if Gephardt were really serious about 
reducing the trade deficit, he ought to tell us he wants to throw 
the economy into a recession so that Americans won't be able 
to afford to keep importing so much, but that might not be good 
politics. 
But the Presidential candidates are probably going to 
play a very minimal role in reducing or worsening the trade 
deficit. Americans basically make their own decisions about 
what they are going to buy and sell, from whom they are going 
to buy things and to whom they are going to sell things. So if 
I am going to make any sense out of the trade deficit, I should 
start by seeing what I am doing to cause it. 
I used the usual definition of the trade deficit, which is 
simply the dollar value ofU.S. imports minus the dollar value 
of U.S. exports. On the imports side, I get off to a bad start 
because I have been on a spending spree buying most of the 
usual made-in .Japan electronic necessities for college life in 
the 1980s. Then I usually forget to look for the union label 
when I buy clothing, and I keep crossing over to Windsor to 
take advantage of the low value of the Canadian dollar. 1 could 
also do more bygivingup coffee and taking up a more patriotic 
vice, like smoking cigarettes. 
My import which gets the fair traders the most upset with 
me is my Toyota. I don't understand why I am not supporting 
the Michigan economy, since I bought my car from a 'Michigan 
Toyota dealer. But that argument doesn't seem to persuade 
the fair traders. I suppose that I should have bought an 
Oldsmobile made in Knnsas instead. Anyway, that damage is 
done, and I won't improve the trade deficit by selling it now, 
with my income what it is, since all I will be able to replace it 
with is a Chevy clunker made five years ago. 
I don't do much better on the exports side, since I am not 
exporting very much. I once had a student from Spain in a 
class I taught, and I hosted some friends from Sweden for a 
couple of days this summer, but that is about all that I can 
come up with. If the large amountofborrowing by Americans 
is helping to keep the value of the dollar high to contribute to 
the trade deficit, then spending three years in law school isn't 
going to help the U.S. economy. Even putting aside the 
question of whether the U.S. needs another lawyer, it cer· 
tainly doesn't need another borrower. 
Looking over this list of my imports, I guess that I have 
been spoiled by the availability of all of these imports. So I am 
glad that the candidates have stopped talking about the trade 
deficit. When they do, they start talking about "solutions" to 
this "problem," and those solutions always mean that I am 
gQipgiQ. })a.ve tQ pey. mQrdQ.t..lllY i.mpotts ..••..••.•• 
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Shartsis, Friese & Ginsburg 
of San Francisco, California 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Wednesday, October 5,1988. 
We are a firm of 28 attorneys with a sophisticated and 
exciting practice. We seek students with the 
highest academic qualifications. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Of(LCe TODAY. 
Kemp, Klein, Umphrey~ 
Endelman & Beer, P.C. 
of Birmingham, Michigan 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Thursday, October 20 
for positions with the firm during summer, 1989. 
Busines~(Corporate, etc.), Tax, Labor, Litigation, 
Real Estate, Municipal Law. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY. 
Blank, Rome, Comisky 
&McCauley 
of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second year students on 
Monday, October 17 
for positions with the firm during summer, 1989. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Off"Lee TODAY. 
Ice, Miller, Donadio & I 
Ryan i: 
of Indianapolis, Indiana 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Tuesday, October 18, 1988. 
We are also interested in interviewing first year 
students upon completion of the fall semester. 
Interested persons may contact: 
Mr. Philip C. Genetos 
ICE, MILLER, DONADIO & RYAN 
One American Square 
Box 82001 
Indianapolis, IN 46282 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Of(LCe TODAY. 
Much , Shelist, Freed, 
Denenberg, Ament & Eiger 
of Chicago, Illinois 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second year students on 
Fr iday, October 21 
for summer employment, 1989. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY. 
Gunster, Yoakley, Criser 
& Stewart 
of West Palm Beach, Florida 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Tuesday, October 18 
for summer and permanent employment, 1989. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Of(LCe TODAY. 
'lhea..o..tu -~-·-- .... ftY• 
Dissenting Opinion 
Exploring Theories of Racism 
By Robert Ellmann 
There has been a good deal of debate, concern and 
discussion on campus over the political issues of racism and 
sexism, but until now, we have not contributed. This article 
intends to examine the current debate and theory, explore 
assumptions and conclusions made by both and then offer 
some new ideas on the subject. There is no doubt that these 
are real problems and that they deserve the utmost care to 
avoid offending age-old sensitivities. Just as our long march 
toward human freedom continues, so must our questioning 
and our understanding progress. It is in this spirit that we 
proceed. 
At the national level over the past decade or so there has 
been a sUght difference in focus between the two major sides 
of the issues. Crudely put, some people believe that through 
the thrust of quotas and hiring policies, the plight of women 
and blacks can be helped or even cured, while others take 
offense at ideas such as these, claiming that "less" qualified 
people should not get special treatment because that would 
make more work for all since the best people would not be in 
their best-suited positions and professions. 
Here, the first group attacks the problem too late (for 
inequality is generated prior to the time when people enter the 
labor market or university), while the latter group assumes: 1) 
that in our society jobs and university places are really 
awardedbymerit(thisis a sociological rather than an economic 
question); and 2) the existence of some objective standard of 
ability- how else could they claim that some are better than 
others? We must question this by way of example: administer 
the LSAT to an Eskimo and he is sure to fail; likewise, place 
law students at the North Pole and watch them starve. 
Depending on which test is used, that will determine who 
succeeds, lawyers or Eskimos. 
The issue is not addressed properly; solutions are not 
effective at the root, objections are morally reprehensible yet 
possess seductive logic. Let us try to transcend these dead 
ideologies \vith the hope ofremovingsome of the fuzziness that 
surrounds the issue in order to move a step closer to a correct 
political prescription for these ills. (We concern ourselves \vith 
racism here though the reader should consider how some of 
these arguments apply to sexism as well.) 
First we turn to the traditional explanation in order to 
discern whether or not its theoretical underpinnings aid our 
comprehension ofthe problem that black people face. According 
to the Oxford Dictionary, racism is a theory that human 
abilities are determined by race, and hence racist denotes the 
person that adheres to this theory. However, ifthis proposition 
were really true, then the black's problem would be a product 
of skin color , and would mean that it would be natural-more, 
inevitable-and further, that nothing could be done to change 
it because skin color is outside of the effects of human beings' 
actions, i.e. outsideofhistory. Of course, this cannot be, for the 
strides of the black movement itself attest to the malleabiUty 
of our social system. 
A better reason why racist theory is incorrect is the last 
century of anthropological research, which destroys completely 
these notions of natural inferiority, not only between the races 
but between the sexes as well. We, as hc~o s:1piens, begin life 
with similar abilities, but our life success is then a function of 
rearing and opportunity. Anyone even remotely familiar with 
the field knows that what people are is not what they are as 
individuals but what they are in society. The vexed dichotomy 
between individual and society is reconciled through "social 
being," our one and only true existence. One good example 
illustrates the point: a lone black man on a desert island 
knows nothing of racism, perhaps only crabism or palm 
treeism. Put him into chains and he is a slave, not as an 
individual but only in society, only with respect to the free 
rnan. ReHance on "nature" to explain away social wretchedness 
and cruelty is past. 
Thus natural notions of inferiority collapse and give rise 
to the only possible alternative - the political. Another way 
of saying all this is that black people are not at all inferior in 
a natural sense- though our racist theorists like to dream so 
-but are disadvantaged and repressed in a political sense 
because their claims on a smaller share of the social product 
(on average) is a phenomenon based solely on the operation of 
the political system. 
There are r easons for the American state structure to 
shove racism down our minds. For one, throughout history, 
different ideologies justified repression usually necessary to 
increase or maintain the political strength of the existing 
power structure. There is no reason to advertise hate against 
a certain group unless you can benefit from that hate. Colonial 
exploration on the African continent led to the socioeconomic 
and legal branding ofblack people as private property. Africans 
had the unfortunate luck of being technologically behind the 
Europeans and thus could not fight effectively, they spoke a 
different language and had a different culture and, perhaps 
most important, a different color skin that functioned as a 
foolproof brand once they were taken from Africa. Kimba the 
white lion took over, and his scientific apologists, such as the 
phrenologists, justified separate black hierarchism and 
regimentation in society and in the labor force. (Their sole 
scientific(!) power was renaming differences between European 
and African craniums"natural inferiority" for no good reason.) 
Further, the popularityofracistexplanationsandanalysis 
serves a crucial preventive function by retarding good faith 
corrective efforts. How often in the media or in a political 
discussion are we forced to think about the problems black 
people face in terms of this construction? Once we forget the 
Problem in Reality and focus on lyon Racism as an Idea of what 
the concrete is, we idealize the whole relation, all that remains 
is the Idea, and black people are forever inferior through that 
social idea. This logic prevents the judgment of the social 
standard by another reality and all that is left is the lie: blacks 
are inferior because they are black. The Idea is a trick in that 
the real Problem is camouflaged and obstructed by the 
impenetrable wall of racist logic (consider apartheid). Let us 
return to reality and try to build a reasonable theory. 
Certain social facts in America are beyond dispute. Here 
we discover the real problem, right under our noses. Broken 
down by race, people with darker skin come up short on 
average(though there are of course manyindividual exceptions) 
- lower wages, inferior work conditions, Jess educational 
opportunity and inferior housing are but a few of the obstacles 
black people face to a happier life. 
What is the actual disadvantage that black people face? 
Letter to the Editor 
We have already alluded to it. In large measure, the black 
problem is powered by the wage bargain. This is because in our 
money economy (where money is the essential medium used to 
distribute Necessities and Luxuries), the quality of life and 
the level of income are necessarily tied; there can be no other 
way. The general disparity in wage - and this is really only 
an inaccurate, shorthand way of mentioning the conditions 
that are correlate to an unsatisfactory quality of life- is the 
inferiority. It is material, grounded in daily life, buttressed 
and operated by real social institutions. Reasons themselves 
are linked to the material; they have to do with social reality. 
This is no surprise. 
If we look at the social situation in Holland, we see that 
the disparity in wage between the light and dark skin does not 
exist. Consequently, the corresponding racist ideas are not in 
play; there is no need for them. Some European methods of 
social organization, involving in particular the large 
corporations and the states, have devised ways to maintain 
political command while encouraging and even eradicating 
certain social disparities. 
Let us reflect: The muddle that exists in the current 
political debate is due, in part, to the false theoretical step of 
racist analysis. Racism as Idea is ahistorical and thus is based 
on a perverse, false and distorted vision of reality. Racist 
theory has a use, but that must be analyzed in historical 
perspective, as an attempt by the bigwigs in society to limit the 
eradication of inequality to thought - in other words, to 
create equalityin our ideas thereby letting the political system 
off the hook for the inequality in our lives. The ideas of 
inequali ty must stay, until their cousins in our daily human 
experience disappear. Although it is impossible and 
unnecessary to gauge everything, much of the problem is 
rooted in -and revolves about- the wage dimension, and 
this is no other than saying that black repression is validated 
institutionally. By altering the institutional reality, the ideas 
that only seem to float about freely will change as well, 
because the fight is not against lone ideas but the conditions 
that fuel them; that must be clear from the start. As Americans, 
we need only glance to some of our friends in Europe to weigh 
different ways of handling some of our own problems, though 
more complete solutions are as difficult to invent as they are 
to implement. The political structure must absorb the cries for 
racial fairness into the health of its very own operation. 
Luckily, the future is- as Machiavelli wrote - the realm of 
open possibilities. 
Generation of SWINE 
To the Editor: 
I guess legal education isn't for everybody. Some people 
justcan'tseem to grasp the basics. For instance, the American 
legal tradi tion that mere accusation is not equal to guilt. 
Seems like a pretty easy concept, hard to understand how 
anyone could get through the first year without it. Alas, some 
second- and third-year law students are still struggling to 
master even this basic principle oflaw. 
Fortunately these students have banded together and 
formed a self-help organization for the Not Legally Gifted 
(NLG), the National Lawyers Guild. Rather than hide their 
problems, these students courageously bare their shortcom-
ings, braving public ridicule in order to expose the gravity of 
their problems. Bravo! Take for example the NLG Jetter to 
The Res Gestae last week("Recruiting IsaPrivilege Unearned 
by the FBI") Overlooking for now which group (students or 
employers) reaps the greatest advantage from the conven-
ience of on-campus recruiting, let's just examine the argument 
of our not legally gifted. 
The FBI stands accused of both individual and group 
discrimination in its personnel decisions. I know what most 
..... . . -
of you are thinking: gosh, isn't it true that allegations are 
merely the beginning of the process in this country? Well yes, 
but here's where the NLG begins to have problems. You see, 
an inordinately large number of the not legally gifted are also 
members of Students Wildly Indignant about Nearly Every-
thing (SWINE). Now members of SWINE hold extremely 
strong opinions on a depressingly large number of issues and 
believe that the intensity of their convictions is somehow 
dispositive. In this regard they can be difficult to distinguish 
from the hate groups they profess to find so disturbing. 
Anyway, what can we, as concerned fellow students, do? 
Should we organize a bake sale or some other fund-raising 
event in order to demonstrate our concern? Sadly, it seems 
such efforts are doomed. If the Law School's vaunted legal 
education is unable to make an impression on these poor souls 
perhaps we can but be tolerant. Perhaps we must mer ely 
stand by and smile kno,vingly when the not legally gifted r ant 
and rave, hoping that when they leave our fair institution and 
enter the legal profession we might have the pleasure of 
meeting them again, in court. 
Cliff Moore 
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LSSS Committees Gear-up for 1988-89 
Editor's Note: The following is the conclu-
sion to Colin Zick's report on the Law School 
Student Senate Committees, from the Septem· 
ber 14 issue ofThe Res Gestae. Each commit-
tee chair was appointed by the LSSS last 
spring. A mand4U>ry meeting was held earlier 
this term so tlwt each committee clwir could 
report on pkms and goals for the upcoming 
year. Here is a summary of their reports to the 
LSSS executiue committee. 
Also, we would to make a correction from 
the first article. A quote stating that the em· 
plwsis in Law School purchases would be IBM 
compatibles, not Maclntoshes, was incorrectly 
attributed ro LSSS President Danielle Carr. 
faculty Meeting Representatives 
Representative Holly Fechner indicated 
that the role of Representative Lisa Mihalick 
and herself was "very unclear: Neither they 
nor Dean Bollinger seemed to know the proper 
r ole for these representatives in faculty meet-
ings, at least in part because there were no 
representatives last year. LSSS President 
Carr indicated that she just wanted the repre-
sentatives there to "see what's going on," 
while Fechner saw her role as that of "a 
watchdog" for the student body. 
Faculty Searc h/Hiring 
Co-chair of this largest of the fifteen 
committees (with twenty-four members), 
Kenneth Wittenberg begun by outlining the 
work done by the committee last year regard-
~ ng recommendations on hi rings. All of those 
school last year had the recommendation of 
the committee. Placement Committee Chair 
Sam Silver expressed concern for the lack of 
student input in some of last year's hirings, 
asserting that some visiting faculty were 
extended offers before the end of their first 
semester here, and before student evaluations 
could be completed. Wittenberg indicated 
that all of the hiring for this year would be 
done in the spring. 
Financial Aid/Awards 
Chair Kathy Willis laid out an impressive 
and lengthy agenda for her committee. Pri-
mary on the committee's agenda is a "debt-
management and loan-forgiveness program," 
a program that has faced "some opposition 
from the faculty," according to Willis. Prof. 
Seligman is currently rewri ting the plan, 
modeling changes after successful plans now 
in place at Harvard and Cornell. Other topics 
to be tackled by the committee this year in-
clude: a comparative analysis of financial aid 
available at Michigan and other law schools; 
a study to see if the amount of financial aid 
given to minority students drops after the 
first year, and if so, does this drop affect re-
enrollment levels; an attempt to increase 
feedback from the Financial Aid Office to 
catch mistakes in the application process; 
inquire as to whether there is a "set-aside" 
being made for grants from recent tuition 
increases; and a trip to the U.S. Student 
Association Conference in Washington, D.C. 
to lobby for more student aid from Congress. 
Placement 
Chair Sam Silver reiterated that com-
mon theme, that "the placement committee 
committee's agenda as having two parts, 
"procedural fairness" and addressing unad-
dressed interests. Silver would like to see 
Lockers Reveal Student Left-overs 
By Don Wheaton 
Missing some books? Outlines? Soiled 
underwear? Then you probably forgot that 
locks were cut off unregistered lockers last 
week. 
Perhaps last Friday you saw a large 
quantity of law books piled up in the base-
ment, near the lockers. When the law school 
cut oiTlocks from unregistered and lackluster 
graduates' lockers, it recovered more than 
just books. 
Amy Flanagan and Beth Gunderman 
were allocated the dubious task of cutting 
locks off 51 lockers, and cleaning up after 
negligent- and often gross -law students. 
"Someofthecontents of these lockers was 
really disgusting," commented Flanagan. 
"Most were dirty, but that's pretty normal." 
The intrepid cleaners found some un-
usual items. Among them were a wig, vials 
and assorted test tubes, dirty underwear, 
cooking utensils, undergraduate French and 
Spanish books, and other sundry items. 
Flanagan and Gunderman mostly found 
books - lots of books. They amassed an 
impressive seven large boxes filled with vari-
ous texts, hornbooks, and outlines. 
The law school tutoring program gets 
first choice of any books that are not claimed, 
program coordinator Mickey Slayton revealed. 
"We collect hornbooks, especially, and 
keep them for awhile," Slayton said. 
Besides books, Flanagan and Gunder· 
man collected a large bag of clothing. "If no 
one claims it, we11 donate it to the Salvation 
Army," Flanagan said. 
:\1ost of the locks that were cut off be-
longed to May 1988 grads. "\Ve don't cut off 
registered locks until September, after their 
owner's graduation," noted Flanagan. 
Gunderman was justifiably indignant: 
"This was a demonstration of extreme irre-
sponsibility and you would expect more from 
students entering the professional world." 
"This is a task that must be done, but the 
people who should have done it didn't. You 
would think that outgoing graduates would 
have concern for new and incoming students," 
Gunderman continued. 
"Besides, I can't understand why a gradu-
ate would want to leave this stuffbehind- a 
lot of time, effort, and money is invested in the 
books, notes, and reviews," concluded Gun-
derman. 
Flanagan plans to save the books and 
clothes for quite awhile. "We11 save the books 
a long time before we do anything with them," 
informed Flanagan. "They'll probably be dis-
tributed on the first floor sometime in the 
future." 
Any person who errantly had their lock 
cut ofT, that's too bad, said Flanagan. "We 
only gave them a week's notice," she said. 
Regardless, if your lock was cut off and 
you need to claim something, contact Flanagan 
in Room 217 Hutchins. 
sanctions instituted for recruiting violations, 
but notes that "there really aren'tany rules at 
all up there (in Room 200): Silver also sees 
public interest work as the most pressing 
interest which needs to be addressed: "We 
really want to see a full-scale commitment: 
Among the things the committee has already 
accomplished is the installation of a grievance 
box in Room 200, where complaints about 
interviewing practices can be made. Also to 
receive attention from the Placementcommit-
tee this year are discriminatory hiring prac-
tices, grievance procedures, and procedures 
for dealing with recruiting visits by the CIA 
and similar groups recruiting on campus. 
Residential 
Members Chris Adams and Danielle Carr 
agreed to discuss the agenda of this commit-
tee at a later date. 
~ 
Co-chair and Treasurer Scott Gessler 
indicated that "we'd like to do a few different 
things" with this year's parties, and thatinput 
from any source would be appreciated. LSSS 
President Carr suggested the committee might 
move away from only sponsoring parties, and 
try sponsoring a ski trip, a wine & cheese, 
theme parties, and blocks of similar music at 
parties. Gessler expressed interest, but felt 
that "You're never going to satisfy everyone." 
Carr indicated that she wanted an outline of 
what the committee was going to do about 
music at parties, and changes to be made in 
the admission policy and procedure to parties. 
Speakers 
Chair Melody Barnes saw two functions 
for her committee, providing"supportfor other 
student organizations," and getting speakers 
independent of other groups. She believes 
that her committee has been successful in the 
first role, and only needs to increase student 
awareness of what assistance her committee 
can provide. As to providing activities of its 
own, Barnes would like to work with the 
Michigan StudentAssemblyin getting speak-
ers, and perhaps sponsor a film or film series 
at the law school. 
~ 
Chair Kevin Woodhouse and Treasure 
Judy McNamara outlined a busy fall and 
spring sports schedule for the law school, "a 
total of sixteen events throughout the year," 
according to Woodhouse. Events to expect 
this fall include volleyball, tennis, golf, soft-
ball, football, a run, and a bowling tourna· 
ment. Woodhouse and McNamara would also 
like to provide more information to students 
about upcoming events, and increase student 
awareness of the opportunities the university 
intramural system provides. 
. ~.t\t'.tt ~ ~ .··· . Jf,,. ~~ 
The· fnUHleclual Property StU- · 
dents Association announces a com- Health Law ety: 
puler seclion meeting 5 p.m. Wednes- MarilynRosentha1/The :SwedliSbiVlllll-
,, day in the La\'>yers Club Lounge to practice System ~nd 
discuss Law School PC use. IPSA will, Physician Autonoffiy," 4 
hold a general meeting 4:30 p.m. day, 132 Hutchins. 
Wednesday, Oct. 5 in the Lawyers 
Club Lounge. Jessica Litman w1ll 
discuss a copyright topic to be an-
nounced. The final version of the 
IPSA constitution will be presented 
and discussed. 
All students are inv:ited to attend 
a Placement Office panel discussion 
on Thursday, Sept. 29 at 12 p.m. in 
218 Hutchins. The panelists will be: 
Ruth Milkman, Federal Communica-
tions Commission; Leonard Niehoff, 
Butzel, Long, Gust; and John 
Schwartz) University Office of the 
President. 
Placement Office: All students are 
invit.ed to attend~it1nformrl:ilhiinch­
con on Wednesda§~th rep~~enta­
tives from the Department ~fJiealth 
and Human Serviees, Dep~.;£rrlent of 
the Treasury, Envi;on men UlJ~::grotec­
tion Agency, Securities and Exchange 
Commission, Cook County Pub1ic 
Defender's Office and the MiJ1.11esota 
Attorney General's Office. i.f inter-
ested, see Amy Flanagan 1n 217 Hutch-
ins. 
Four lLs to Join LSSS 
Continued from page one 
added that "this has never happened before." 
The election results are as follows: in the 
summer section, Jacqueline Raznik won with 
35 votes, prevailing over Terri Smith, Troy M. 
Cnlkins, Mike Melliere, and write-in candi-
date Emily Wolfe; in the new section, Cather-
ine Welsh won with 32 votes, prevailing over 
Alec Lenenbergand write-in candidates Roger 
Riviere, Gil Shuga, Charlie Bacall, and Paul 
MagufTy; in section G-H-1 Michael Carithers 
won with 36 votes, prevailing over James M. 
Carlson, Keith Barnett, and write-in candi-
dates David Stillman, Scott Hare, Wayne 
Tang, and Professor Yale Kamisar; in section 
J-K-L, Michael Lawrence won with 31 votes, 
prevailing over Marc G. J ohnston and write-
in candidate Christine Weber. 
Carithers, who \vill be representing sec· 
tion G-H-1, is eager to undertake his new 
responsibilities. "I'm looking for ward to get-
ting down to business," he said. 
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Offices Reallocated in Law School 
Res Gestae, Senate, Others Hit the Road 
By Dave Sisson 
The law school has designated its final 
space allocations for its numerous official 
organizations and activities. While the 
resulting shuffling of assignments and room 
changes has not thrilled everyone, an 
imaginative response to the space crunch has 
assured that there will be room for all of the 
existing organizations and also for several 
new ones. 
Growing pains which have affl icted the 
Jaw school in the past now are reaching the 
acute level. The JourTUJl of International 
lmo, for one, has found it impossible to function 
r.ithout more space. During the past year the 
Journal has expanded from its previous 
yearbook format. The change has entailed 
:nore frequent publication and greater 
demands for resources, including more space 
to house computers and for staff to meet. 
The Journal occupied a position on Sub-
2in the library as well as Room 500 in Legal 
Research. While relinquishing Room 500, the 
Joll171lll is getting Room 700B (current home 
oftbeRG), and a doubling of their space in the 
:ibrary. Although some senior editors balked 
at the move and its accompanying problems, 
most seemed pleased. Editor in Chief Tom 
Brustarr stated, "It is almost unheard of that 
the law school would build something that we 
need; that we asked for; and that cost money." 
Other organizations moved include the 
Law School Student Senate and the 
Environmental Law Society. The Senate's 
former office, Room 217 HH, is nowbeingused 
for materials and information on public 
interest placement previously maintained in 
Room 200. The new LSSS office is Room 114. 
Senate members seem to favor the switch. 
LSSS President Danielle Carr expressed a 
preference for the new offices: "It has much 
more room, it's huge." 
Also slated for relocation is The Res Gestae. 
The newspaper has had the lucky privilege of 
moving just over a year ago on very short 
notice. The RG will now take up residence in 
the white house. ''We are not happy about the 
reallocation at all," stated Editor in Chief 
Paul Czarnota. "We have not been able to 
even see the premises we will be going to as of 
yet. I can only hope thatourmultiplerequests 
for dedicated electric lines for our computers, 
1 
Sacks, Tierney, Kasen 
& Kerrick, P.A. 
of Phoenix, Arizona 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Monday, October 17 
for summer 1989 associate and beginning associate 
positions. 
Sacks, Tierney, Kasen & Kerrick, P.A. is an estab-
lished and growing 26-attorney firm with an un-
usually diverse general civil practice emphasizing 
business, commercial and real estate matters. We 
offer highly qualified law school students and 
graduates an opportunity to develop their talents 
in an environment in which achievement is recog-
nized and enjoyment of practice is expected. 
First year students are encouraged to contact us 
after December 1, 1988. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY. 
security, and access to the building in the 
evenings were accounted for." 
What is interesting about this year, 
however, is that groups previously afforded 
no space have been at least promised some. 
Several relatively new organizations are now 
located in the basement of Hutchins Hall in 
B 1 OC. These include: The Quadrangle, Health 
Law Society, Labor Law Clinic, Phi Alpha 
Delta (who own a house) and the Intellectual 
Property Students Association. 
Other groups are being offered housing in 
the white house. Last year the law school 
purchased the three-story building located on 
State Street, about a block from Hutchins, 
that is currently being renovated and is slated 
to open sometime in late October. 
The following groups are to be placed in 
the White House: 
Basement- Jewish Law Students Union 
-Christian Law Students 
First Floor· The Law School Fun 
Second Floor 
·The Women and the Law Conference 
·Minority Affairs Program 
- The Res Gestae 
Third Floor- Lesbian and Gay Law 
Students 
· ACLU and Police Clinic 
Being located in the White House 
obviously has its drawbacks. Assistant Dean 
Sue Eklund, however, does not believe that 
the distance from Hutchins will inconvenience 
members located there. Moreover, Eklund 
insists, "Pendaflexes, billboards and other 
notices should ensure that these groups won't 
lose contact with the school as a whole.! would 
think people would much rather meet in a 
non-law school setting; to get out of here 
would be more relaxing .~ 
Eklund addressed security concerns by 
stating, "The fact that we are locating the 
'million dollar' law school fund there with all 
of its equipment should satisfy people that we 
are serious about security." Perhaps of more 
immediate concern for groups, however, is the 
factthatspacein the new house will be sparsely 
furnished at best and that they will be forced 
to decorate their offices from scratch with no 




Fairweather & Geraldson 
of Chicago, Illinois 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Tuesday & Wednesday, 
October 18 & 19 
for summer and permanent employment, 1989. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY. 
Rudnick & Wolfe 
of Chicago, Illinois 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Wednesday & Thursday, 
October 19 & 20 
for summer and permanent employment, 1989. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement OffiCe TODAY. 
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Quarterbacks Still on.·Endang.ered Species List 
By Tony Ettore 
For hours I pondered about what angle to 
take on this "NFL Story," endlessly deluding 
myself that I could make some coherent 
statement or develop some theory that would 
be universally interesting and correct. This is 
not within my power. 
Given a less gangly subject, I could prate 
on, investigating and discussing all the nu-
ances,of, let's say, the blocking schemes which 
have previously allowed Dan Marino to throw 
the most passes in the league while enduring 
the least sacks. But, given the limited inter-
est in the topic, and due to the Res Gestae's 
need to squeeze in therequisitenumberoflaw 
firm ads, I will just write until I get to the end. 
The volatility of the NFL quarterback 
position is shocking. This week, eight teams 
will start quarterbacks who did not start on 
opening day. Most changes are due to injury, 
but Jerry Burns in Minnesota seems content 
to switch quarterbacks at will, the Raiders 
traded for Dave Schroeder (despite Steve 
Beuelein's sufficient showing), and the Colts 
just seem to realize that all three of their 
quarterbacks are horrible. 
The Schroeder imbroglio is of special 
inter est. Due to an apparently irreparable 
rift between the prima donna from California 
and Joe Gibbs, the Redskins were forced to 
trade Schroeder; the move got the Redsk.ins 
Jim Lachey, a fine offensive lineman whom 
the Raiders had only weeks ago received from 
San Diego for a quarterback. Some football 
types {John Madden) are now saying that the 
Redskins would not have made the move if 
they were not comfortable with the play of 
Mark Rypien, the then third-stringer, but this 
seems like post-facto theorizing. The facts are 
that the Redskins traded away a quarterback 
who knows how to win, while leaving them-
selves with Doug Williams, who before this 
season had not won a NFL regular season 
game since 1982, and Mark Rypien, a two year 
prospect that had yet to take a snap in a 
regular season game. 
When Doug Williams went down with 
appendicitis, Rypien was forced into duty, 
responding well last week with 303 yards 
passing and three touchdowns, but one game 
does not a season make. However, ifRypien 
continues to play well, Gibbs and Bobby 
Beatherd - the Redskins player-personnel 
director- will seem like geniuses. 
Conversely, no one will be found declar-
ing Darryl Rogers a descendant of Einstein. 
Two games ago the Lions ran a fake punt from 
their own 20; however, the punter was the 
only player who seemed aware of the call, as 
the receiver for whom the pass was intended 
was almost pelted in the back by the ball. 
Sure, last week Rogers denied calling the 
play, but any time there are breakdowns of 
that nature, look to the top. The Lions played 
moderately well in a losing effort against the 
Jets, but little short of a miracle will deflect 
the axe with Rogers' name on it. 
How about those Bills and Bengals? Both 
teams are 4-0, and seem to be headed for more 
of the same. No, Sam Wyche is not a genius, 
but with the offensive talent in Tiger uni-
forms, it will take a stupendous defensive 
effort to take the bang out ofBoomer's offense. 
The Bills may be just that team. They went 3-
0 while scoring only two touchdowns, without 
Bruce Smith in the lineup. When he returns, 
it will be tough for any team to score on the 
Bills, never mind defeat them. 
The last two Super Bowl winners are 
mired at 2-2, with little indication of 
championship character. Last week the Giants 
were crushed 45-31 by the 4-0 Rams, and the 
Redskins lost to the Desert Birds, 30-21, 
despite the effort by Rypien. Can one man, 
Lawrence Taylor, allow a team to take the 
quantum leap from respectable to respected? 
We'll soon see, that is, unless Mr. Taylor 
wants to wait to lower that handicap another 
stroke. Either way, only one of these teams is 
likely to make the playoffs, and the injuries 
the Giants have sustained on the offensive 
line and in the linebacking corps will not allow 
them to challenge the Redskins in the end. 
TheJetscontinuetosurpriseat3-1, with wins 
over Cleveland and Houston behind them. A 
year ago Jon Walton was about as popular in 
New York as a garbage strike, but he now has 
New Yorkers following their AFC entry. The 
Jets must be using the same magic on defense 
that Wesley Walker uses to erase the passage 
of time. The twelve year veteran can still run 
with the youngest defensive backs, a talent 
that has enabled him to score four times in 
this young season. 
Meanwhile, Miami, New England and 
Indy are a collective 3-9 with little hope for 
improvement. The Colts quarterback situ-
ation is so bad that they could not score a 
Streich, Lang, Weeks 
& Cardon 
of Phoenix, Arizona 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Monday, October 17 
for positions with the firm during S ummer, 1989. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Offzce TODAY. 
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touchdown against Miami last week, even 
though Eric Dickerson ran for 125 yards. My 
belovedDolphinsareeven more pathetic; their 
offensive line needs help [Chris Regan, do you 
want to leave law school for a while?], and 
their running game is nonexistent. New 
England, similarly, could only score one touch-
down on a Houston defense that had allowed 
more points than any other defense in the 
league. Pitiful. 
Enough worthless commentary on the 
past. What about next week? Look for my 
Super Bowl pick, the Chicago Bears, to knock 
the Bills from the ranks of the unbeaten, as 
the Bears rebound from a sub·par, but win-
ning, performance against the Pack. How-
ever, the Bengals are likely to keep their 
streak alive versus the Raiders, and the Rams 
will defeat the Cardinals. 
The Eagles and Oiler s will stage the most 
interesting affair, with Buddy Ryan's 
workmanlike attitude besting Jerry Glanville's 
frivolity. (Unless, of course, the Phantom of 
the Opera picks up his tickets and plays 
linebacker for the Oilers.) The Giants and 
Redskins will ~et for the second and last 
timeoftheseason, and the Giants will probably 
win this one as they did the first, as they will 
turn Mark Rypien into a sobbing coward after 
being embarrassed by the Rams. (Still, the 
Redskins are a better team. Trust me.) 
My non-partisan, upset pick of the week 
is the Dolphins over the Vikings. Shula and 
Marino have too much pride to go 1-4, and will 
win the game, 31-24. 
Armstrong, Teasdale, 
Kranter, Vaughan & 
Schlafly 
of St. Louis, Missouri 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Monday, October 10 
Our firm consists of 106 attorneys and conducts a 
comprehensive civil practice throughout the 
United States, with concentration in the Mid-
west. Our practice areas include: litigation, rail-
road, aviation and admiralty, labor, computer law, 
health care, corporate law, securities antitrust 
law, banking, taxation, financial restructuring, 
reorganization and bankruptcy, general business 
law, commercial law, environmental law, real es-
tate and estate planning. 
Late interview sign-ups can be made in the Placement Office October 3. 
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Schwab, Gilezan Advance in TenniS Tourney 
By Steve Olson 
Fuzzy yellow balls have been flying recently as the annual 
Jaw school tennis tournament is off to an exciting and contro-
versial start. The insults have been flying harder than a Peter 
Jaffe serve as several matches have been marred by cursing, 
racquet throwing and even fisticuffs. 
Mixed doubles, a perennial crowd favorite, is no excep-
tion. In first round action, Kevin Conroy and Moira Dages 
defeated Sarah Ross and Michael Medveckus by an unre-
ported score. Judy McNamara and Bill Halle were crushed by 
)!argo Kirchner and Roger Riviere, unless the score was close. 
John Klein and Jennifer Zinn lost a close match to Dayna 
Kelly and Geoff Wyatt, 7-5,6-3, and Chris Mason and Dawn 
Canty volleyed their way past Ellie Seats and Joseph Fogel by 
an impressive 6-2, 6-3 tally. 
In further first round action, Rich Perloff and Julie Chen 
,queaked by Jane Rau and Matt Harthun, 7-5, 6-3. The 
:mpressive Perloff and Chen then lobbed their way by Conroy 
snd Dages in the closest law school mixed doubles match 
Jithin recent memory, 7-5, 7-6 (7 -3 in the tie-breaker). Perl ott 
snd Chen now appear to be the team to beat as they are the 
anly team which has reached the quarter finals. 
In womens' singles, eleven tough competitors combine 
fOWer and grace into what is shaping into the most exciting 
,·omens' Jaw school tennis tournament of the fall . Upset after 
1psethave left even the most informed of oddsrnakers shaking 
;heir heads. In a limited schedule, Laura Cook defeated Helen 
Kammoh by the unique score of 764-8951. In further action, 
Trina Martinez knocked off the great Keri Chenoweth and 
crushed the hopes and dreams of many a starry-eyed Res 
Gestae staffer in the process. 
Julie Chen and her unstoppable two-fisted backhand 
Meated power serving J ane Rau in the first round, and then 
went on to beat Wendy Asrna in the second. As the first player 
to reach the quarter finals in each tournament, Ms. Chen 
becomes the odds-on favorite to win the championship in both, 
a feat which no Michigan woma n has ever accomplished, 
unless one has. In a final note, volleyball superstar Tracy 
"Nubbins" Loomis decided to sit out the tournament and rest 
that painful calfinjury, inspiring a collective "whew" from the 
rest of the women's field. 
In mens' singles, the tournament has somehow managed 
to fall two weeks behind schedule after a week and a half of 
competition. The always lovely Michigan weather and gen-
eral laziness are the most popular explanations for the delay. 
In first r ound action, Matt Harthun defeated Ethan Posner, 
Kevin Conroy beat Torn Lullo, Mike Bazany outlasted Dam or 
Vocke, John Lazar frustrated the hopes of'I'im Mellet, Scott 
Cohen overpowered Richard Perl off, Ted Mac Veagh overcame 
Anastase Markou's efforts, Bill Bock thwarted Richard 
Friedman's hopes, Geoff Wyatt outwitted Dan Taglia, Grant 
Gilezan foiled Steve Griebel's efforts, James Rabaut out-
battled Michael Madvechus, J ohn Aris subdued Jasper Bov-
enberg, Stewart Schwab licked David Wynne, and Christo-
pherWilliarnsabsolutelydestroyedanovermatchedJeffMann, 
6-1,6-4. "I played like I was wearing thongs," an embarrassed 
Mr. Mann would have said had I chosen to ask him about his 
performance. 
In the only second round matches posted by press time on 
Sunday, Schwab defeated Aris and Gilez.an beat Wyatt, thus 
firmly implanting themselves as the men tobeatthisyear. For 
further information,justgo down and look at the chart behind 
the pendaflexes like I did. 
Tennis matches will probably continue for two or three 
more weeks as people gradually get around to camng each 
other and setting up times. All matches are played somewhere 
on or near campus and fan support would be appreciated. 
Although there ar e no set times for matches, just wander out 
to a court, sit in a puddle, and wait for some players to show 
up. You'll be glad you did. As heavy metal tennis guru J im 
"Booby" Eardley put, "I can't get enough Cinderella." 
In further IM news ... After extensive research, The RG 
has finally managed to obtain the resultsofthe hotly contested 
beach volleyball tournament. According to 1M sports super-
organizer Steve Griebel: "Bill's Burns set, bumped and spiked 
their way to victory over Big Tort in the Law School's Beach 
Volleyball Tournament, in which they had to defeat four tough 
teams for the Championship. Round One saw Stephen Jung 
and his team defeat Lloyd Sandy's group, while Chris Regan's 
bunch fell to eventual runner-up Big Tort. Judy McNamara's 
team was crushed by Team Tank, and Lynda Hornerding's 
pals advanced when Peter Jaffe failed to show. Eunice Park's 
group was paired against the soon-to-be Champions, while the 
Flying Sussrnans overpowered The Wke Flanagan Gang. 
Scott Freeman's spiritual presence was felt as his group won 
a bitterly-fought contest over late-entry Ernie Beagle and 
Company. Confederate John Moore triumphed for the South 
with a victory over Lynn Swanson. 
"Round Two witnessed Big Tort inflicting fatal injuries to 
Stephen Jung's chances as Lynda Homerding rolled over 
Team Tank. Bill's Burns slopped their way past the Flying 
Sussrnans, while Scott Freeman's spirits lifted his team past 
the Gray. In the Semj.finals, Big Tort ended Lynda 
Hornerding's dreams of glory, and Bill's Burns showed no 
respect for Freeman's team." Rah. 
In further news, the intramural bike riding champion-
ships ended in tragedy this week as Ron DeWaard, the sole 
competitor, saw his gold medal hopes crushed when he ran 
face first into a slow moving tree. Serious damage was done 
to DeWaard's wrist, glasses, bicycle and head, but he vowed to 
return next year. None the worse for wear, the ever jovial 
DeWaard commented, "Thanks for the press, Chieftain." 
Schiff, Hardin & Waite 
of Chicago, Illinois 
will be interviewing second and third year students on 
October 20 & 21. 
Our firm, which is one of the oldest in the country, has approximately 195 attor-
neys. Our clients include PepsiCo, the Chicago Board Options Exchange, Ford Mo-
tor Company, The Chicago Bears Football Club, the Chicago Transit Authority, 
Wells Fargo Bank, as well as a variety of public and private corporations, govern-
mental entities, partnerships, and individuals. The firm also has a longstanding 
commitment to pro bono work which includes staffing a neighborhood legal clinic, 
engaging in impact litigation, and representing indigent criminal defendants. 
We will be hosting a casual coffee/wine/beer forum in the Lawyers Club lounge on October 19 
from 7:30 to 10:00 p.m. to discuss interviewing and major law firm practice in Chicago. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY. 
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HH Likes Pac-10, Berates Nebraska-UNLV Game 
UCLA AT WASHINGTON--The 
Huskies have been relatively unimpressive 
this season, exemplified by their lackluster, 
last minute comeback win against San Jose 
State last week. However, Don James' squad 
usually plays UCLA extremely tough on its 
own turf. UCLA looks very strong, but will 
play without tight end Charles Arbuckle, an 
important cog in its potent passing game. 
All-American Troy Aikman receives all the 
attention, but running back Eric Ball is 
equally significant in the Bruins' attack. 
Watch the Bruins' combination of team 
speed and strength, which is probably the 
best in the country. UCLA is not as good as 
it looked in the awesome first quarter 
against Nebraska, but neither is anyone 
else. Although this game may seemingly 
present a prime situation for an upset, 
UCLA has too many horses for Washington 
to contend with. UCLA 30 Washington 19 
this season. Iowa barely escaped its second 
straight home loss to a poor Iowa State team, 
which turned the ball over inside the 
Hawkeye 10-yard line while driving for a 
potential tying or winning touchdown in the 
last minute. Michigan State simply can't 
move the ball wi th consistency, although 
Tony Mandarich's return this week at off 
USC AT ARIZONA--Arizona 
showed impressive mettle although it 
eventually caved in against Oklahoma, but 
USC defensively dismantled the Sooners. 
SMU transfer quarterback Bobby Watters 
provides capable leadership for the 
Wildcats, and Rodney Peete sparks the 
methodical Trojan attack. The media is 
trumpeting the return of the PAC-10 to 
national prominence, which is probably 
accurate, but be careful not to place too 
much emphasis on USC and UCLA's 
victories o·1er their long-time Big Eight 
rivals. Both teams were extremely jacked-
up in those victories, and playing at home 
in both did not hurt either. The Trojans 
will be sky-high coming off their win over 
the Sooners, but possibly too high. My fir st 
impressions are that the Trojans are good, 
but not as quick or explosive as UCLA. 
USC will be ripe for an upset, and a fired-
up Arizona team is capable of springing 
one. 
/ 
UPSET SPE CIAL ARIZONA26 USC 
24 
LSU AT FLORIDA-LSU 
inexplicably lost to an average Ohio State 
squad, while FloridaroUed through another 
non-<hallenge. TheGators area good team, 
led by sensational running back Emmitt 
Smith, but do not possess the overall talent of 
the Bengal-Tigers. Also, Smith is currently 
slowed by injuries, and will face an angry LSU 
defense stung by the 36-point outburst by 
Ohio State. Quarterback Tom Hodson 
continues to roll along relatively unnoticed 
while posting very good numbers, and will 
lead an LSU team that knows that two straight 
losses will end its national championship 
hopes. However, the Gators will have the all-
important home-field advantage, and LSU 
may be a bit weary after two games at Knoxville 
and at the 'Shoe. This should be a close game, 
but 111 take the talent-heavy Tigers over an 
inspired Gatorcontingentin a very hard fought 
fracas. 
LSU 28 FLORIDA 23 
IOWA AT MICHIGAN STATE-
Along with the Tennessee Volunteers, these 
twoteamsmaybethebiggestdisappointments 
tackle may help marginally. Chuck Hartlieb, 
lauded asaHeismancandidate in preseason, 
now will do well to hang on to his starting 
status. Although Iowa probably possesses 
an overall talent advantage, the Hawks are 
playing uninspired ball under Hayden Fry, 
and will probably do more to lose this game 
than Michigan State will do to win it. Look 
for Blake Ezor to have a good day running 
behind Mandarich, while leading the 
Spartans to their first victory 
MICHIGAN STATE 20 IOWA 16 
MICHIGAN AT WISCONSIN--
The Badgers are possibly the worst team in 
the country, although the powder-cats of 
Kansas State would give them a heckuva 
run for their money. What a game that 
would be: watching Wisconsin play Kansas 
State would be similar to observing two ice 
cubes stuck together, mel ting at the bottom 
of a glass of soda, attempting to rise to the 
surface, yet knowing all along that neither 
will survive anyway. Ahh ... what an 
existence. The Wolverines looked mediocre in 
beating the Demon Deacons, but should 
rebound against the hapless Badgers. Perhaps 
Ohio State coach John Cooper said it best 
when he cautioned the media that the entire 
Big Ten is probably weak. I say just make 
Notre Dame Big Ten champ and send THEM 
to the Rose Bowl this year. Or maybe Northern 
TI!inois. On second thought, Minnesota did 
stage a late rally to defeat them last week. 
MICHIGAN 37 .. WISCONSIN 7 
STANFORD AT NOTRE DAME--
At first glance, the Irish seemingly were faced 
with another tough slate to navigate. 
However, upon hindsight, the only true test 
was a narrow victory at home over a weaker 
than expected Michigan team. Although this 
game should not provide much of a challenge, 
Stanford should not be taken lightly either. It 
is probably roughly equivalent to Michigan 
State, against whom the Irish struggled for 
most of the game. With a break here and 
there, the Cardinals could be 3-0 with a top-
twenty ranking. But they are not, and though 
Notre Dame should win this game, it should 
provide enough of a test to ready the Domers 
for their excursion to Panther-land next week. 
In other words, this game will be acaseof•the 
boys beating a team without the breaks." 
NOTRE DAME 24 STANFORD 12 
PITTSBURGH AT BOSTOK 
COLLEGE-Whata difference a week 
can make. Pitt looked great while beating 
Ohio State, then looked weak against West 
Virginia. Ohio State then goes on to beat a 
tough LSU squad. College football is 
wonderful, isn't it? This is a game that the 
Panthers should win easily, and that's the 
problem. The true football experts (the Las 
Vegas oddsmakers) know that one of the 
best "plays" is tobetagainsta team that has 
to play on the road against a weak team 
that plays two tough teams at home prior 
and subsequent to that game. However, 
mitigating against that theory here is that 
Pitt lost badly last week, and should not be 
simply "showing up" while dreaming oft be 
Notre Dame match-up one week hence. 
Further, a loss here would severely damage 
the Panthers' hopes of a bowl appearance. 
l\1ike Gottfried's coaching abilities wll1 be 
tested here as he struggles to keep the 
Panthers' mind on the task athandagains: 
a long-time rival. 
PITTSBURGH 33 BOSTON COLLEGE: 
24 
NEVADA-LAS VEGAS 
NEBRASKA--I coul dn't resis• 
throwing this game in here. Obviously the 
Huskers will win, and they might have a 
tougher go of it against UNLV's basketball 
team. But why are they playing this game 
at all? OK, I realize that some years ago 
when this game was scheduled, UNLV was 
a decent team, albeit in a fairly wea( 
conference. However, this type of game, 
although providing the Rebel athletic 
program with mucho dinero, hurts college 
football more. Wouldn't anyone rather see 
the Huskers play Notre Dame, USC, Miami 
orsomeoneofthatlevel? Sure, thispro.,ides 
Nebraska with a week off prior to Big Eight 
play, but realistically it can only hurt the 
Huskers. What if, by some miracle, the 
Rebels hang in longer than expected? Wl-.at 
if Steve Taylor gets hurt by making his toke~ 
appearance? This type of game provides ±e 
best argument for further separating the 
divisions of college football to insure be:-..er 
games, higher credibility in rankings, a.nci 
higher fan interest in the game as a whole. 
Besides, the television networks would pay 
significantly higher fees if they could be 
guaranteed quality games every week. J\15: 
look at this week, for example. Althougi: 
there are two or three decent matches, thre 
isn't one that even closely equates with l:SC-
Oklahoma, or Nebraska-UCLA. Finally, ti:e 
large majority of players (remember t!:e 
players) want to play teams ofsimilarqual:ty. 
Until this happens, the nationa: 
championship is mostly a matter ofhype and 
advocacy. 
NEBRASKA 70 UNLV 10 
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Crossword 
By Tim Connors 
ACROSS 
1. Cranat.on or Sanford 
7. Berilers, River, or Air 
II. Buty, In Spain 
IS. Drunk 
14. U.loi.C., N C. SL, U.VL, Duke et al. 
15. Method, to • cop 
16. Cl .. nMr 01 h .. venly body 
17. Northwut Tur. 
18. TIUe o( Quaylel!lm blo? 
23. O.taiora~ 
24 Not eethoc!al 
25. Flthy pocudonymoU& tit•p.~t 
26. Ch.arleo, Leonard, Brut«::ts10, or JUn 
27. TMOc!.e,.._ 
29. Jr.'t pa 
30. 3.14169 or oomo numtier 
31. Avo 
32. Not evtn 
33. Rtc:tntly b"'tardizod Old World breakrast aubotance 
36. Porto! 
39. nroom complement 
40. Eloper' a t«ond·tlory etetpe route 
43. They uld it't believillJ 
41. Homo to G1lhpn 
45. !'\either tic nor toe 
47. H .. e You _Your Mother Baby, Standing in the 
Sh.odowt7 
Homo to our groedhead peen at Berkeley 
Fautt author 
Social Secunty Admun~tralion 
Bucko)e lllte 
Athletic Atoodatlon o( North America 
Arkeatra loader Sun 
Cam~ and Ludwig 
$200 collection opel 
lnfo.l\jot.t\eva! 





_ l'afari, Haile Seluaie 
Petite 
Tnbek or Sajak mllia. 
I. Laceleu foot.,ear or third· year Ia" stud Ollis 
2. Exact 
3. "Best and Brighten• be.nlter John 
4. l:nt•·ersity in Atheno {the one with no millie &<ene) 
5. Notary Public 
6. Vintagoe rock sbo" acronym 
7. Stnnger than Par.idiae and Down by Law director 
8. Ryan or Tatum but not Tip 
9. CoDegiate military training 
10. Epithet f01 libeniJ purvt)'Otl of negaliviom 
12. Ted Basel role 
13 A picture ia worth a thousand o( theM 
16. Corp. bead 
17 -Nu:i.-COIISUV2tive, 01 -lithic 
19. Lethal do5e {abbr J 
20. K.elley oC"OommitJim• fame 
21 . 160 eecr- fr= ssw 
22. Xoisy brealC'nt staples Rite or Cocoa_ 
28. PaSlot'al poem 
30. Seegar, duPont, and~ 
34. Utilize 
35. Cleo, Lois, and Penny 
37. New Testaml 
38. F06sili.tation favorite 
41. Bequeaths 
42. Pad or Pool 
46. Throwback 
48. Cowtike 
49. Chicago's nightmare airport 
50. Own, to a Scot 
52. Hawaiian island 
53. Bonks, Bwllmiller, and Py~ 
58. "The Ia,. is a _: 
60. Yoclel YacPheroon 
61. Great Lake 
62. Quitkdrow Yt_ 
69. Nun'sabbr. 
70. Home phoner 
71. Aleoholi<S Anonymou.s 
















0. Butt aingor 
Jlainbow goddeu 
Chom. aymbol for rubidium 
Mol'lel makers and aDeged baby killen 
Alta, in Pana 
Answers on Page 8 
Law in the Raw By Colin Zick, Eric Luoma and Joe Kellmeyer 
Pre-Paid Pests 
Given the rising cost oflegal services, people are 
searching out alternatives to the traditional lawyer-client 
r elationship. One of the alternatives many are choosing is 
prepaid legal services. The client pays a set rate for all the 
legal services he or she may require for a certain period of 
time. But just as with amusement parks and smorgas-
bords, paying for all-you-can-use leads to abuses. Like the 
client who wanted to know if be could get married via a 
conference call to his fiancee in another state. Or the 
person who wanted to get out of a real estate transaction by 
claiming he was hypnotized. Or another who wanted to 
know what he could do, now that the Customs Service had 
confiscated the four-foot long lizards he wanted to import 
ABA Journal, May 1, 1988 
Dog Day Afternoon 
Two weeks ago we told you about the Chicago 
couple that wanted to recover for the loss of companionship 
from their dear departed doggie. Well, we've got another 
good one. It seems a loving owner wanted to, and did, 
recover for improper handling of the body of his dead dog. 
The owner put the passed-away pooch in a cage, in order to 
ship the body by air from California to New York. During 
a baggage transfer, the cage containing the croaked canine 
fell to the ground. The baggage handler was, of course, 
honi fied when the dog that fell out was dead. Panicked, the 
baggage handler went to the pound, found a dead-ringer for 
the deceased, and shipped the r eplacement pup off to New 
York. Once the owner arrived in New York, he suspected 
trouble immediately, since he knew he shipped a dead dog 
and got a live one instead. 
ABA Journal, May 1, 1988 
Pickled Hearing 
During a personal injury suit, an issue regarding 
a Defendant's drinking came into play. The Plain till's at-
torney was cross-examining one of the Defendants who had 
just described himself as a refonned alcoholic. 
"Just when, sir, :hd you become an alcoholic?" t.h" 
attorney asked. 
"Well," the Defendant replied, "that's sort of like 
aslcing, 'Just when, sir, does a cucumber become a pickle?m 
ABA Journal, September 1, 1987 
Marathon Man 
In a medical malpractice case a husband had suf-
fered injuries following surgery. The suit had brought a per 
quod claim, alleging that she and her husband had suffered a 
loss caused by a decrease in their sexual relationship. 
At the deposition, the Defendants' attorney asked 
how much of a decrease in sex there had been. The \vife 
replied, "Now we only have sex about five times per week." 
Her attorney decided to not pursue this claim. 
ABA Journal, September 1, 1987 
The Last Word 
Appearing before the judge at his sentencing for 
mur der, appellant Lloyd Jones decided to get the last word: 
Yes, sir. I'd like to say that, I'd like to say that I 
don't think you passed sentence on me, you know, 
like, I think, during the process of the trial that I was 
totally insane, you know, which I also think that you 
should have looked over into the matter when I told 
you that them people out there was threatening me 
and stuff, which you said you would but you never 
have. But now today you bring me down here to pass 
sentence on me. It's nothing really too much I could 
do about it. When you can't beat them you join them. 
So, Judge O'Kelley, U.S. Attorney, Mr. Bostic, I pass 
sentence on you, the sentence would be death, you and 
all your relatives. Now you can pass your sentence. It 
is death to you, you, and you, and all your relatives by 
gunshot wound. Now do as you please. I don't give a 
f ... if you throw the whole Empire State building at 
me, the whole State of Georgia. 
United Stales u. Jones, 663 F.2d 567 (1981) 
The Saga of Larry Flynt, {Part I } 
It all started on December 12, 1983, when Larry Flynt 
appeared before a United States Magistrate for arraign-
ment on an indictment charging him with flag desecration 
(he used one as a diaper) and unlawful wearing of a Purple 
Heart. The dialogue went something like this: 
The Magistrate: Mr. Flynt, if you tell me that you do not 
understand that you have the right to have an attorney 
represent you, I am going to be obliged, in order to protect 
your rights, to appoint an attorney to represent you. 
Flynt: Don't do me any favors your honor. I mean, you 
are the madam, and over here (indicating) is another whore 
and this guy who says he is my attorney is a str eetwalker. 
The Magistrate: Mr. Flynt, I expect you to behave 
yourself here. 
Flynt: Then you might as well put my [posterior) in jail. 
Now, I am trying to be nice to you, *&%$#@. Now, are you 
going to let me read my arraignment and plea or are you 
going to put me in jail gain? What the f-- is going on here? 
• • • * • 
The Magistrate: All right. I am going to appoint ~r. 
lsaacman to represent you as your attorney for these pro-
ceedings. You may choose to call-
Flynt: Then take my ass to jail, c--k----r, because I-
The Magistrate: All right. 
Flynt: -refuse to go through this bull----. 
The Magistrate: All right, would you proceed with the 
arraignment? 
Flynt: You dumb, ignorant mother f---r. Now, I am 
telling you; you are not going to get away \vith this. 
The Magistrate: Proceed \vith the arraignment. 
Flynt: There are [sic] no f----g way you are going to get 
away with it. You are denying me my counsel of my choice. 
You are just as dumb as that*&%$# Burger up there on the 
Supreme, and I am ready to stayinjail until hell freezes over 
or until I have the attorney of my choice. You*&%$#@, no 
good, 14 karat piece of [pooh], you. J ust 'cause you got on 
that robe, you don't have any*&%$#@ right to abuse the 
Constitution that you are supposed to be upholding .... 
(To be continued next week ... ) 
United States u. Flynt, 756 F.2d 1352 (1985) 
